D 40
Features

▪ Dynamic microphone designed for accurate pickup of
drums, percussion, brass and woodwind instruments
as well as instrument amplifiers
▪ Well-controlled cardioid pickup pattern delivers
excellent gain-before-feedback
▪ Patented Laminate Varimotion diaphragm delivers
even response at any SPL
▪ Capsule is positioned very close to grille screen for
an up-front, detailed sound
▪ One-piece permanently-attached metal stand adapter
is angle-adjustable and can’t come off
▪ Rugged die-cast chassis with gold-plated XLR-type
output connector and ultra-thick dent-resistant grille
screen
▪ Includes H 440 clamp that easily attaches to drum
rims or mic stands for quick placement
The AKG D 40 is a dynamic cardioid microphone designed for use on
musical instruments, especially drums, percussion, woodwinds and
brass as well as for use on instrument amplifiers. The microphone
features AKG’s Laminate Varimotion diaphragm that maintains even
response even at loud levels and allows the true character of the
instrument to be accurately captured. The D 40’s capsule is positioned close to the grille to enhance transient response and deliver
an up-front, beautifully-detailed sound quality.
The D 40 is small, unobtrusive and comes equipped with an integral
stand mount with a knurled knob-controlled angle adjustment to
make it easy to precisely position the microphone. The integral
stand mount also prevents loosing or misplacing a mic clip. The D
40 also comes with an AKG H 440 drum clamp that can be easily
attached to the rim of a snare or tom without a separate stand.
The D 40 has a well-controlled cardioid pickup pattern that delivers
maximum gain-before-feedback. The microphone is equipped with
an ultra-rugged die-cast chassis with an integral gold-plated 3-pin
XLR-type connector. The microphone has a very thick, dentresistant grille screen grille screen. The D 40’s small size, detailed
sound quality, impressive flexibility and unquestionable value make
it a valuable addition to anyone’s mic arsenal. The D 40 is backed
by a two-year parts and labor warranty from AKG.
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AKG SOUNDS BETTER

D 40
Type
Frequency Response
The D 40 is equipped with
a permanently-attached,
variable-angle stand
adapter and is shipped
with an H 440 drum clamp
and a carrying bag

Sensitivity
Max. SPL
Equivalent noise
Impedance

75 - 20,000 Hz
4 mV/Pa (-48 dBV)
144 / 156 dB (for 1% / 3% THD
18 dB-A
<=200 ohms

Recommended load

>=1,000 ohms

Output connector

3-pin XLR-type

Finish

Dark stage blue/gray

Dimensions, inches (H x W x D)

4.1 x 3.1 x 1.7 inches

Dimensions, mm (H x W x D)

104 x 79 x 44 mm

Net weight

245 grams / 8.6 oz

Shipping weight
EAN code
Order number

AKG Acoustics U.S.
8400 Balboa Boulevard
Northridge, CA 91329
(818) 920-3212
www.akg.com

Dynamic moving coil

380 grams / 13.4 oz
90 02761 02393 0
2815Z00050
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